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About Me …
Researcher

• cancer biology & drug discovery
• translational research focus
• “bench-to-bedside” cancer drug

Mentor

• students, trainees
• faculty, entrepreneurs

Inventor

Parker
• 14 issued US patents (cancer-focused)

• Fellow, National Academy of Inventors

Entrepreneur

Seth

Industry
Sarah

• co-founder, Aptamera
• co-founder, Kynetic Pharma

Collaborator

• Antisoma, Transmed, Qualigen

Program Co-Director

• UofL-ExCITE, an NIH REACH Hub
• KYNETIC, an NIH REACH Hub

Why is a Cancer Researcher Talking
About COVID-19?

January 2020:

Start to worry about “the new coronavirus” …

February 2020: Hatch an idea to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 based
on previous research related to nucleolin

Nucleolin and Cancer
Normal Cell: Nucleolin
found inside the cell
Response to stress or some signals:
Nucleolin also found on the cell surface
Cancer Cell: Nucleolin
present at high levels
throughout the cell.

A Nucleolin Aptamer
Normal Cell: Nucleolin inside
the cell (invisible to aptamer)

•
•
•
•

A short strand of synthetic DNA
Forms an unusual structure (G-quadruplex)
Binds to and inhibits nucleolin protein
Selectively targets & kills cancer cells

Cancer Cell: Nucleolin
present at high levels,
including on the cell surface
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Phase 1 and 2 clinical trials
> 100 cancer patients treated
No serious side effects due to drug
Some evidence of clinical activity

Nucleolin and Viruses
Response to stress or some signals:
Nucleolin also moves to the cell surface
when cells are infected by some viruses
and has been shown to play important roles
in virus infectivity:

transport
within cell

virus entry into cell

virus life
cycle

Nucleolin implicated in the
biology of …
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Can the nucleolin aptamer block SARS-CoV-2?

HIV-1
influenza A
hepatitis C virus
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)
herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV-1)
human cytomegalovirus (CMV)
dengue virus
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)
human papilloma viruses (HPV)
rabies virus
coxsackie B virus
enterovirus 71 (EV71)
parainfluenza virus
Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fever
virus
avian IBV coronavirus
SARS coronavirus (predicted)

Luckily, I’m in Louisville
February 2020: Discuss idea with Kenneth Palmer, head of UofL’s Center
for Predictive Medicine and Regional Biocontainment Lab (RBL)

Cytopathic Effect Assay

March 2020:

Test in cells infected with SARS-CoV-2

Without SARS-CoV-2:
Cells look healthy, grow to confluence

Infected with SARS-CoV-2:
Cell fusion (syncytia) and cell death

Cytopathic Effect Assay
March 2020: Evidence that nucleolin aptamer inhibits SARS-CoV-2 infection*

Without SARS-CoV-2

Infected with SARS-CoV-2

* Thanks to Kenneth Palmer and the faculty and staff at the CPM

Treated with aptamer;
infected with SARS-CoV-2

What’s Next?
 Experimental drug, known to be safe in cancer clinical trials
 Proof-of-concept activity against SARS-CoV-2

o Additional cell/tissue studies, including mechanism (UPS gift)
o Additional studies in animal models?
o Seek FDA authorization for human studies
o Human clinical trials in COVID-19 patients
o (Unrelated to aptamer, pending) KYNETIC COVID-19 pipeline?

